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This document provides brand and design guidelines for commercial initiatives and
promotional campaigns based on BBC programme bundles.

Consumers strongly associate this material with the BBC, so it is important that it works
to build and protect the BBC brand.
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01

THE BBC BRAND

WHAT'S THE BBC FOR?

It's for every stage of life. For all 59 million of us. 

For knowledge. For fun. For balance. 

For inspiring broadcasting professionals to inspire audiences. For connecting people in ways that transcend borders and push back
the boundaries of technology.

Uniting all this rich activity is a simple visual language, at the heart of which are three little branding blocks. They've come to stand
for creativity, quality and integrity.

There's only one BBC. Please help us to look after it.

COMMERCIAL BRAND POLICIES 

In a commercial environment, the BBC brand’s behaviour is regulated through a rigorous compliance programme.Two of the core BBC brand
values mentioned above – quality and integrity – help us define the commercial brand policies that manage our brand.

Commercial initiatives and promotional campaigns:

■

Must not imply that the BBC endorses or promotes an outside
organisation or its activities.

■

Must not bring the BBC or the brand into disrepute.

■

Must not imply that BBC editorial decisions are influenced by

■

Must add value to the brand and consumer.

commercial interests.

■

Must separate public and commercial activities.

■

Must not imply that consumers need to buy anything to gain

■

Must maintain the highest quality standards across 

access to public service programming.

all production.
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CHECKLIST AND CONTACTS

YOU NEED TO:

04 Use original artwork/logos from the BBC 

01 Comply with the Trade Mark Licence

All logos and artwork mentioned in these guidelines are
available on Gateway, the BBC’s intranet. Please liaise with your

Anything using BBC trade marks (including stills, clips, etc)

BBC contact.

produced by a third party outside the BBC group must be 
pre-approved by the BBC and – unless otherwise agreed – 

05 BBC contacts

must carry a trade mark/copyright notice.

Throughout these guidelines we refer to “your BBC contact”,

02 Comply with Editorial Policy and Fair Trading guidelines

who will be one of the following:

This document provides only a policy summary of the Editorial

For rights licensed from the BBC Commercial Agency

Policy and Fair Trading guidelines.The full text of these

Commercial Manager Publishing Video & Merchandising

documents can be found on bbc.co.uk.

BBC Commercial Agency
G104 White City 1

■

Editorial Policy guidelines (Producer’s Guidelines):

201 Wood  Lane

bbc.co.uk/info/policies/producer_guides

London W12  7TS

■

Fair Trading  guidelines:

Telephone: 020 8752 5938

bbc.co.uk/info/policies/commercial_guides

For rights licensed from the BBC Worldwide

03 Comply with these Brand and Design guidelines and have

Fair Trading  Executive

approval from the BBC for every approval stage

BBC Business & Legal Affairs

mentioned in this document

Woodlands
80 Wood  Lane
London W12  0TT
Telephone: 020 8433 2552
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USE OF BBC LOGOS AND BRANDS

This section describes how to use BBC logos and how to write BBC brands in text.

PRINCIPLES

Exclusion zones

■

The initials BBC and all BBC logos are trade marks of the British

■

Refer to the exclusion zones relevant to each logo.

Broadcasting Corporation and the copyright in the logos belongs

■

Third-party logos must be placed at an appropriate distance from

to the BBC.

BBC logos.

■

You must have a trade mark licence to use them (see page 02).

■

The BBC reserves the right to request that third-party logos be

■

Each BBC logo has its own guidelines which you must adhere to.

positioned further away from BBC logos than the minimum

Liaise with your BBC contact.

exclusion zones.

DESIGN GUIDELINES 

Use of BBC logos

■

You must use original artwork supplied by the BBC. Liaise with
your BBC contact.

■

Logos must not be changed, re-created or distorted in any way.

■

Logos must always appear horizontally, not stacked or turned
sideways.

■

They must not be used in a sentence or line of text.

■

They must not be used as a pattern or as a design feature.

■

They must be clear and legible.
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USE OF BBC LOGOS AND BRANDS

BBC brand names in text

PRINCIPLES

■

BBC Television and BBC Radio should be written with a capital T
and R when being referred to as brands.

■

BBC is always written in upper case.

■

BBC should be included in all radio station names.

■

References to the BBC should be about BBC services rather than
programmes.

■

bbc.co.uk is always written all in lower case, even at the start of 
a sentence, and does not begin with “www”.

■

In display, service names appear in upper case: BBC ONE,
BBC RADIO 2, etc.The exceptions to this are BBCi, CBeebies 

■

Television channels are written in words rather than numbers,

and bbc.co.uk.

except BBC News 24.

■

■

In large areas of text, channel and service names should appear in

Network radio stations are written in numbers: BBC Radio 1,

upper and lower case: BBC One, BBC Radio 2, etc.The exceptions

BBC 6 Music, etc.The exceptions to this are: BBC Radio Five Live

to this are CBBC and bbc.co.uk.

and Five Live Sports Extra.

■

Programme and initiative names should always appear in upper and
lower case: BBC Big Read.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES

Guidelines on the use of BBC brands, logos and other assets in commercial initiatives and promotional campaigns.

Commercial initiatives: programme bundles

Promotions

■

Commercial messages may not be broadcast within a 

■

The use of BBC logos is not allowed, except in on-air stings

BBC programme bundle.

approved by Marketing Strategy. Please liaise with your BBC contact.

■

There must be a buffer at the start and at the end of a 

■

BBC branded content may not be used in promotional materials,

BBC programme bundle.

except for programme listings (in-flight magazines, etc) with

■

Buffers may not contain commercial messages.

approval from Marketing Strategy.

■

Buffers may be branded with a third party or the BBC.

■

The BBC name may only be used on promotions where the key

Please liaise with your BBC contact.

message is the programming available.The BBC name must be
used as a grouping device. Other third-party broadcasters must

■

Buffers must be agreed and approved by Marketing Strategy.

also be mentioned.

■

BBC programme bundles will be reviewed regularly to ensure 

■

BBC programme names may only be used on promotions where

that they do not conflict with the BBC’s public service remit.

the key message is the programming available. Other third-party

■

No third-party brands may appear over BBC programmes or

programme names must also be mentioned.

branded content blocks.

■

BBC clips and stills may only be used on promotions where the
key message is the programming available. Other third-party
stills/clips must also be used.The number of stills/clips used must
reflect the amount of BBC programmes available in the service.
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ADVERTISING AND SPONSORSHIP

This guideline covers the sponsorship of BBC programme bundles and advertising surrounding them.

■

All proposals for sponsorship of BBC programme bundles or

PRINCIPLES – choosing a third party/partner

advertising surrounding them must be approved by Marketing

■

The third party should be appropriate to the editorial values and

Strategy. Please liaise with your BBC contact. BBC Worldwide must

target audience of the BBC brand.

have approval from the BBC Worldwide Fair Trading contact.

■

The BBC has a non-exclusive relationship with third parties.

■

A third party must not be used consistently; opportunities to work

■

Refer to and comply with COMMERCIAL BRAND POLICIES 

with other partners should be sought.

(page 01).

■

The length of a promotion with a partner should be no longer
than three months.

■

The BBC should not partner with religious bodies, political
organisations, pressure groups or lobby groups.

■

The BBC should not work with companies involved or associated
with tobacco, pornography, guns, escort or marriage agencies,
gambling, promotion of the occult, family planning, pharmaceuticals.

■

The BBC should not partner with fast-food or unhealthy food
companies or products when children’s programmes or brands 
are involved.

■

Careful consideration must be given to any association with a
charity.The BBC normally supports its own charities. Any exception
must be agreed by the BBC’s Appeals Advisory Committee. Please
liaise with your BBC contact.
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